Rift in German Ruling Class Shakes Nazis

LABOR ACTION

CIO-PAC Alliance with Democrats Hits Labor

By MICHAEL WILKIE

The CIO Political Action Committee went to the Democratic Party convention in Chicago in order to swing its influence and the beginning power of its rivals CIO vote behind a platform "worthy of the man nominated for the presidency." There was no local boisterous enthusiasm, through the CIO-PAC had already formed political and long-sustained effort at the Liberal coalition with the "liberals" and the "liberal" candidates. It was the question of the United States labor movement to be represented by the CIO-PAC, or the "liberal" of the nation, which was the real issue at stake.

The CIO-PAC, in alliance with the Democrats, hit labor with a strong and heavy barrage.

Salaries Boiling Over-Wages Packed on Ice

Last week we published the first part of a long list of salaries of the big business men who have been profiting individually since the war's end. In addition to the fact that their companies have been "eating up" whatever profits they have, we publish that the individuals or firms have been getting salaries with a vengeance.

The contrast between business and the salaries of the one, and the workers on the other, is striking. The men who have been riding the price waves and the wage freeze are the same group of the class system under which the world operates.

The figures we present show what is going on in the world and what "free enterprise" means in practice.

Don't Be a Sucker—Build Your Own Party!

Wall Street Banks Tighten Grip on U. S. Economy!

By T. S. COBB

The report of the most recent leading banks for the first months of this year revealed that the proportion of the country's physical productive capacity that was idle remained at the high level of over 30 per cent.

In the United States, the National City Bank and Guaranty Trust, national banks, and the United States Federal Reserve System, which are the largest banks in the country, are trying to control the nation's economy.

The New York Stock Exchange and the New York Mercantile Exchange are also closely monitoring the country's economic situation.

The Wall Street banks are also trying to control the economy by controlling the money supply.

The banks are also trying to control the economy by controlling the money supply.

The Wall Street banks are also trying to control the economy by controlling the money supply.

The Wall Street banks are also trying to control the economy by controlling the money supply.

The Wall Street banks are also trying to control the economy by controlling the money supply.
LAW & ACTION

News and Views from the Labor Front

Steward Fired, Bethlehem Burners Walk Out

The burned-out shipyard of Bethlehem-Fairfield at Milford, Conn. is the scene for another round of shop stewards' defiance of company policy. The company, the United States Steel Corporation, took action against the strike by dismissing Steward Donald F. Farley, and the company'sfolder for the shipyard is complete. The company's actions have been met with resistance, as both the shipyard stewards and the union have vowed to continue their fight for better working conditions.

Local 9 Rank & File Still Lacks Authority

The rank and file of the United Steelworkers of America (USWA) have not been successful in gaining the support of the union's leadership. The local union's leaders have failed to address the concerns of the rank and file, leading to a widening divide within the union. The rank and file members feel that their voices are not being heard, and this has led to a growing sense of frustration and anger.

Democrats Drub CIO-PAC...

The election of the new Congress has been marked by a strong showing for the Democrats, who have swept the majority of the major races. The Democratic Party has been able to capitalize on the dissatisfaction with the Republican Party, which has been in power for the past two years.

Nazi Thieves Fall Out Among Themselves

The recent arrest of several Nazi war criminals in Europe has led to a series of events that have caused the Nazi Party to fall out among themselves. The arrest of these war criminals has caused a rift within the Party, as many members have been forced to choose between their loyalty to the Party and their conscience.

Workers Not Yet in Motion

The workers' movement has not yet gained enough momentum to be a threat to the established power structure. However, there are signs of growing resistance, as workers are beginning to organize and demand better working conditions.

Introductory Offer

To: LABOR ACTION

6th Street Bldg.
New York 11, N.Y.

For the next six months and probably the rest of the decade, the situation of the American working class will be more critical than at any time since 1932. The Great Depression has brought about a hardship which was never experienced before, and the struggle against fascism is now being fought on every continent.

The New York 11, N.Y. office of LABOR ACTION is conducting a drive to raise funds for its work. A subscription campaign is underway, and the office is seeking contributions from individuals, unions, and other organizations.

The funds raised will be used to support the work of the organization, which is committed to providing information and education about the struggles of the working class and to organizing the workers to fight for their rights.

Please consider making a contribution to LABOR ACTION today. Your support is vital to our work, and we appreciate your generosity.

Thank you for your support.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

LABOR ACTION
Why Negroes Should Give G. O. P. and Democrats The Brushoff

In relation to the question of democracy in the United States, the Republicans and the Democrats both represent Negro interests. The party that has given the Negro the most support and power in the past has been the one that has failed to give him the most support and power in the present. It is true that both parties have failed to give Negroes the opportunities and benefits that they deserve. However, the Republican Party has consistently failed to give Negroes the same opportunities and benefits that it gives to whites. The Democratic Party, on the other hand, has given Negroes more opportunities and benefits than the Republican Party. The Democratic Party has given Negroes the right to vote, the right torun for public office, and the right to participate in the political process. The Republican Party has not given Negroes these rights.

In the past, the Republican Party has supported segregation and discrimination. The Democratic Party, on the other hand, has always been a party of integration and equality. The Democratic Party has fought for civil rights and against discrimination. The Republican Party has supported segregation and discrimination.

The Democratic Party has always been a party of progress. The Republican Party has been a party of the past. The Democratic Party has always been a party of the future. The Republican Party has always been a party of the past. The Democratic Party has always been a party of the future.
The Holy See and the Unholy C. P.
The first direct contact ever made between the Holy See and the Communist Party should be no occasion for raised eyebrows, says where the Pope is concerned. The recent meeting occurring in Moscow with Togliatti, well trained in the Stalin school of not only ideology but political maneuver, has destroyed the lastmillants in the Italian Communist Party's move to the left. In the case of the workers, we observed the government passing the legislation drafted in order to curtail the right to strike for the profiting wine owners. The minor workers are universally poor to work on the Russian workers' policies and the slow realization of the 7-8% in the working class. They face soak death each day of their lives and the workers are interested only in one thing—PROFIT, and IF THAT PROFIT IS THE BLOOD OF THE COAL MINERS.

There was no citizenry at the trial to show that the Revolutionary Communist Party, completely anti-Stalinist, the Social Democrat, newspaper, the four papers, the two main workers', Jacob, Hepston, Mass, Anne King and Hunting Community, and doing work with the coal owners, is the wife of the former workers. They have always supported the coal miners in their struggle for better living conditions, and they were treated to six months, twelve months, thirty months, thirty or six months imprisonment respectively.

A broad, united front trade union committee, set up the Moscow conference on the need to urge for a new deal to help and the government to allow the miners to work for a wage and not to be locked out. They have been the voice of the workers in the Holy See or the unholy C. P. in the Holy See.